Medical Illustration Blasts off with the Aid of Render Rocket
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Building a Craft
Long before 3D animation ever graced the screens
of computer monitors, Keith Kasnot was illustrating
and animating-- by hand. He crafted highly detailed
and aesthetically pleasing images displaying how a
medical device works, how the human body
functions, or how a particular drug interacts with
the body.

When 3D came along, Kasnot invested. After
forming a new company, Inside Productions, in
1999 with a partner in New York, he purchased a
small farm of servers to help render the intricate
animations that they would meticulously craft on
their computer screens. The results were great, but
the process was painful, especially in the area of
rendering.

Preparing for Launch
Owning hardware is an investment, and one that
cannot be taken lightly, especially when your
business counts on it to produce. With servers that
form a render farm, the conventional thinking is
that having them in-house makes them easier to
operate and to maintain. Before the advent of the
“cloud”  and  services  operating  in  the  cloud,  that  
thinking was accurate.

In Kasnot’s case, the upside of owning machines
was ironically tied to the downside. Sure, the
machines were in close proximity to him, making
them easier to access, but maintaining them was a
constant, and robbed Kasnot of time that could be
spent polishing an animation for a client. In fact, for
really important render jobs, Keith found himself
staying up through the night just to babysit his
render farm to ensure that all went smoothly.
While having the machines nearby made it easier
for him to manage them, they also increased the
heat in his studio, which in the intense Arizona
summers, made his utility costs unbearable.
What’s  more,  as  rendering  software  continued  to  
advance, it forced Kasnot to continually pay for
upgrades, and to spend time administering his
servers to ensure that the software and hardware
worked harmoniously for the next project.
Justifying the cost of a render farm month in and
month out became problematic, especially with all
of the added time that it took to maintain the
equipment or upgrade the farm with faster
machines. Something had to change.

Flying Into A Cloud!

High-Powered Rendering
Flying into a Cloud
After an Internet search, Kasnot discovered the
cloud-based rendering service, Render Rocket.
Back  then,  the  cloud  wasn’t  even  called  the  
“cloud”,  and  Render  Rocket  was  in  its  infancy  as  a  
company,”  said  Keith  Kasnot.  “But  it  did  have  
Ruben and a great support team. Working with
them, I was able to price out and run my first
render  job  painlessly  and  I’ve  never  looked  back.”
Kasnot soon eliminated his in-house render farm
and started using Render Rocket for all of his
subsequent render jobs.
Since then, Render Rocket has improved its
infrastructure  and  refined  it’s  user  interface  
software, offering companies like Inside
Productions  a  “fool  proof  way  to  upload  render  
jobs and gain access to high-powered rendering
with all of the most current rendering
applications. If technical support is ever needed,
Render  Rocket’s  ground  control  team  is  simply  
fantastic!”
Continues  Kasnot:  “Because  I  now  have  good  
visibility of my entire project timeline, I can plan
my batch renders well in advance, which allows
me to estimate accurately and often take
advantage of the lower cost rendering options
that Render Rocket offers. That service is really
invaluable.”
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Space Flights for Everyone
Cloud-based rendering services like Render Rocket level
the playing field for small and large businesses alike. It
does not matter if you are in medical illustration,
architecture or film production. Cloud-based rendering
removes the burden of maintaining and servicing
machines, and eliminates the costs of running those
machines; and it offers unrestricted access to multiple
levels of rendering services, regardless of budget.
As time marches on, cloud-based rendering will only
improve. Faster processing and greater bandwidth will
enable larger and larger data sets to be uploaded and
rendered more quickly. Combine that with longer
uptime, better service and improved usability, and you
begin to realize that Render Rocket may well be the
vehicle that will carry us all into the future of rendering.
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